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3  SUSE Enterprise Linux Security Update for wireshark (SUSE-SU-2018:0179-1)
  
  QID:          170705
  Category:     SUSE
  Vendor Reference:  SUSE-SU-2018:0179-1
  Bugtraq ID:    102504, 102371, 102499, 102500, 102311
  Service Modified:  01/25/2018
  User Modified:  -
  Edited:       No
  PCI Vuln:     Yes

  THREAT:
  SUSE has released security update for wireshark to fix the vulnerabilities.
  Affected Products:SUSE Linux Enterprise Software Development Kit 11-SP4 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11-SP4

  IMPACT:
  This vulnerability could be exploited to gain complete access to sensitive information.

  SOLUTION:
  Upgrade to the latest packages which contain a patch. To install this SUSE Security Update use YaST online_update. Alternatively you can run the command listed for your product.
  To install packages using the command line interface, use the command "yum update".
  Refer to SUSE security advisory SUSE-SU-2018:0179-1 to address this issue and obtain further details.
  Patch:
  Following are links for downloading patches to fix the vulnerabilities:
  SUSE-SU-2018-0179-1: SUSE Enterprise Linux

  COMPLIANCE:
  Not Applicable

  EXPLOITABILITY:
There is no exploitability information for this vulnerability.

ASSOCIATED MALWARE:
There is no malware information for this vulnerability.

Hosts Possibly Exposed (0)
No results found.
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